FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Infinite Campus Announces Major UI Upgrades and Enhancements for Campus Instruction

July 17, 2017 – Blaine, Minn. – Infinite Campus, the most trusted name in student information, is excited to announce the release of a new user interface in Campus Instruction. This release provides teachers a faster and simpler way to do what they do most often: take attendance and enter scores in their grade book.

The new home page of Campus Instruction, now called Control Center, allows teachers to quickly view current tasks at a glance. These tasks – attendance and entering scores – can be completed without leaving the screen. In addition, Control Center is designed for phone use with a responsive design. This gives teachers the same home screen on a tablet, smartphone or desktop computer.

“Teachers move around a lot as they teach everyday and Control Center gives them the flexibility and mobility they need,” said Dr. Barry Brahier, Infinite Campus Product Manager for Teaching and Learning. “Since it’s phone-friendly, you can move around the classroom, quickly take attendance and score assignments, and have more time to spend with students.”

The Campus Grade Book Assignment editor, which teachers use to create assignments, is simpler and easier to use. The redesign lets teachers enter all required fields without scrolling. Information intended for students and for other teachers has been grouped together for clarity. And assignments can now be aligned to any section taught by a teacher, even those in different courses.

These enhancements will be available on July 17. Districts already using the Infinite Campus student information system will not need to purchase or install additional software because Campus Instruction is included in the core product and ready for teachers to use.

For more information on the new Campus Instruction user interface, please visit Campus Community.

About Infinite Campus
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